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It may be asked why we as general practitioners should at- | is doing so. I will discuss each of
tach much importanle to the-doctor/patient relationship. ls it I these characteristics briefly.

NON.JUDGEMENTAL
ACCEPTANCE

The doctor tries to say in ef-
fect'l neither approve nor disap.
prove of your behaviour and at-
titudes, but I deeply respect your
right to feel as you please
your right to act or feel different.
ly from me.'The doctor
the patient feel that no
how he feels towards the doctor,
it doesn't matter, and that he
won't judge the patient for seek-
ing help for whatever reason, be
it for a venereal infection,
alcholism, drug abuse, or anti-
social behaviour. Acceptance at-
titudes are non-judgmental in
that the doctor is impartial to the
values held by the patient. When
the patient is is accepted by his
doctor, he experiences this ac.
ceptance as a feeling of being
unconditionally understood,
loved and respected.

There are four basic assump.
tions underlying acceptance:
1. The idea that the individual
has infinite worth and dignity.
2. lt is the person's right to

not sufficient to be able to diagnose and treat the problems I EMPATHY
present to us? | fnis is an attitude of

therapeutic understanding which

a patient's com- | arises is: what are the special I ample of an empathetic attitude
with doctors instructions I features of the doctor/patient I would be a doctor who when

treatment is the quality of the I relationship which will determine I faced with a patient who says 'l

To answer the question, it I the technique or school of I emphasizesseeingthepatientas
ould be borne in mind that I thought which the therapist ap- | tre sees himself. lt means the at.

studies have shown that the I plies. I tempt to think with, rather than
most important single factor I The question which then I for or about the patient. An ex.

tor determining whether a par- | disorder, is successful or not? | ings "from within the patient's
ticular patient, for example, a I ResearchbyRogers,landTruax I frame of reference, instead of

, will succumb to | 
2and Carkhuff, has isolated a few I saying something like 'listen,

complications of his condi- | characteristics of the counsellor I who's the doctor over here, you
ion, eg. a cerebro-vascular inci- | or doctor which are most likely I or me!?' Please note: empathy

or a coronary thrombosis I to result in a favourable out- | is not sympathy. A sympathetic
be the quality of his relation- | come. These are:. (i) Empathy; I attitude, while intended as a sup.

rctor/paJienVrelationship. That I whether treatment, whether for I don't like taking antibiotics' tries
to say, the most important fac- | an organic or for an emotional I to understand the patient's feel-

ip with his doctor. | (ii) Non.Judgemental accep. I portive device, says in effect
In the sphere of emotional I tance; (iii) Genuineness or con- | 

'you poor person, I feel so sorry
;orders too, there is abundant I gruence. I for you since you cannot help

to support the view I These attributes are by no I yourself. The patient is then
that the relationship between I means as easy to acquire as they I made to feel incapable of handl-
doctor and patient is not only an I may appear, and there are I ing his feelings himself, and this
important, but the the most im- | numerous ways in which they I encourages inappropriately
portant determinant of the out- | may be negated without the I dependent and evasive beha.
come of therapy, irrespective of I doctor even being aware that ne I viour.
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lcares about what he thinks and I terview encounter. A common
lF"l: I behaviour running counter to
12. It creates a warm psycholo.I thi, id.uindoctorJisthefacade
lgical climate, which is most I of orofessionalism - a kind of
lfavourable for the learning of I proieclive personal distance.
I new . responses. .and thp 9x- | 

' 
tf a docior tries to be accep.

Itinguishing of old non-adaptive I ting without trury feering this way
I oenavlour., I inside, the patient does not take
l3- A reduction of..defensive at. I long to find it out, eg. if a doctor
Ititud:: eg- rationalisation, denial | ,uyi ,t'rn not angry',-while sitting
letc. This is because acceptance I wiih clenched filts and jaw, thii
l:r:ub in the patient a_ feeling of I wiil have a negative effect on the
I being so comfortable in the doc- | doctor/patient-relationship.
Itofs 

presence. that he need no I It se"-s that when the patient
llonger keep his guard or de. I experiences a relationsirip in
lfences up... . | *ni.n this deceit is not present,
I It should be noted that there I and when he feels that ihe doc.
lare certain attitudes which I tor is serious and ,on the level'
lshould not be confused with ac' I witn him, he realises that he can
I ceptance, ie.: I d.op his own facade and can ac.
| 1. Approval or agreement is not I comprish rittre by being deceitful
I acceptance...Accepting a person I nimsetf, eg. if a ioctoiadopts an
I means neither approving nor | ;n1qllq6uailv pretentious manner
I disapproving of what he say or I this would make it ress rikery that
I feels. For example^, if an unmar- | the patient wiil avoid this style of
I ried woman asks for a prescrip. I aeafng with his problems him.
I tion for the pill, and the doctor I se[. 

-

I approves (or disapproves) of her I Accordinq to Brammef t,
I request, it will make it very dif. I Shostrom. iI the doctor has an
lficult for he1 to .express.any I element 

'of 
genuineness or

reservations that she may have | 
,opennerr' of 

-personality, 
this

about it or to change her deci- | permits the patient to ,uie, the
sion at a subsequent time. I aoctor's ego for building his
2. Acceptance is not tolerance. I own.
In consultation situation, I Witt reoard to the situation in
tolerance implies 'nuttiLS up I general prl.ti"u, there are some
with'. It therefore implies a I jistlnctive features which make
negative acceptance rather than I his relationship with his patients
a positive one, and only a super. I a special one. H" sees his pa.
ficial kind of respect for. pe1' I u"n't" ou". u tong period of time,
sonality. The tolerance attitude I possibly for a lifeltime, in a varie.
implies that there is a ̂ charac. I tV of ,ituution", which enables
teristic, such as race differenc": I r,i. to make intervbntions wliich
of whichthedoctorisaware,and I would be impossibre for any
which the patient senses he is I specialist including a psychiaf.
trying to be tolerant (and not ac. I rist.
cepting) of. 

, I As Balinta,s puts it: ,The
3. Acceptance is not an attitude 

I general practitioner, of all types
of emotional neutrality. lt is ,a | 5f ao.toi, has the most shin;; to
positive active attitude towards I nis uo*. He occupies the sifest
the.patient, ie. 'l see, appreciate I position and may take consi_
and value these ideas and feer. I aerea risks with his patients -
ings along with you'. That is to I risks which would be inadvis.
say, while the doctor does not I able, or even rash, for any of his
impose his own value system on I specialist colleagues. lf he is a
the patient, he does not.adopt I gbod doctor, t-1 to his calling,
an aloof or indifferent attitude | f,is retationsrrip to t i, patient 

'ii

!9glg:_l,F_tgglingj either. 
I strons and mlny.sided enough

GEN(INENESS I to overcome a host of diffi.

i':+#'r"J:iltas the capacity I f,f to*.,-ir-iffi

(CONGRUENCE) | culties. Let us suppose he (the
. Thg- doctor_ must present I Gp; mat<es a mislake. The pa.
himself as a real person in the in- | tient may perhaps stay away ior

some time, but sooner or later
he will probably come back
either because his supply of
medicine has run out, or
because he has got some slight
malaise, eg. a cold, or in order to
consult the doctor about his
child, his wife, or even his grand.
father.

'Even if the patient himself
refuses to see him for some
time, the doctor may continue
the treatment, for instance,
when seeing the wife for ante.
natal examinations or while in.
oculating one of the children. lf
need be, the doctor may a sub-
sequent casually at the patient's
house after visiting one of the
neighbours in the same street.
No such possibilities exist for the
specialist, or for the psycho-
analyst. lf their relationship with
the patient has been broken off,
whether by the patient or
through their own mistakes,
they can hardly do anything but
wait and hope'.

Balint also makes the point
that the GP examines the
various parts of the patient's
body and is even allowed to in.
spect and to touch the parts not
usually exposed for inspection.
Balint maintains that this in.
timate contact has highly impor-
tant psychological implications
and therapeutic potentialities,
but psychiatrists and analysts
have practically no experience
with these dynamic factors.

Ariother distinctive feature of
general practice is the GP's rela-
tionship not only with in-
d iv iduals,  but  wi th whole
families. This provides the CP
with the opportunity to get infor.
mation about family members
he may not see from their
nearest relatives and to provide
to help for them through these
indirect channels.

Having listed some of the ad.
vantages which the GP has in his
relationship with his patients, it
should be noted that his position
as a GP also places him at a
disadvantage in some respects.
For one thing, his relationship
with members of families can
result in his becoming over.
identified with certain family

members at the expense of
others, eg. a woman may
repeatedly present to the GP
with her child, she may later pre-
sent herself, with psychosomatic
symptoms or depression due
marital problems. The GP may
have become so identified with
the wife that he may find it ex-
tremely difficult to empathise
with the husband, whom he mav
never have met. A useful way of
trying to circumvent this kind of
problem is for the GP to ask
see the husband as soon as he
suspects that the wife has emq
tional difficulties, and for. him
then to try to arrange for a com.
bined consultation(s) with the
husband and wife as soon as
possible.

Another difficulty facing the
GP is that patients who speak
him about their emotional pro-
blems sometimes find it difficult
to consult their GP at a subse.
quent time for a physical ail.
ment, because of their fear that
they may again be expected to
discuss their emotional Dro.
blems at a time when they ieel
dis-inclined to do so. As one pa.
tient put it to me recently: 'l was
glad to be able to talk to you
about my marital problems, but
now that's behind me, and I was
scared you would ask me about
it when I came to see you about
my sore throat'.

The GP needs to point out ex.
plicitly to his patients that they
should always feel welcome to
come and 

-discuss 
their pro.

blems with him, but should
never feel under any pressure to
do so.

Finally, it must be remem.
bered that the doctor patient
relationship in general practice is
a professional relationship and
not a social one. As far as possi.
ble, the GP should avoid engag.
ing in social relationships with
patients, and should discourage
friends and relatives from be.
coming patients.

The relationship between doc.
tor and patient, in order to be ef-
fective, should have well.defined
limits, such as the adherence of
the patient to the prescribed
consulting hours (except in
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cases of emergency), keeping
appointments, payment of fees,
etc. It is also highly in advisable
for a GP to accept favours or
presents from patients however
tempted he may feel to do so at
certain times. For example, a GP
who takes up the offer of a pa.
tient who owns a clothlng shop
to sell him clothes at a cheaper

anger towards him.
Similarly, a social relationship

with a patent will necessarily
mean that the GP will have
needs of and feelings towards
the patient which will interfere
with his capacity to help him in
the professional situation. The
patient for his part may well be
reluctant to expose problems in

you. That is what we can do for
our patients, and it is an enor.
mous thing'.
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lmPortant tnat ne be as real ancl
as open with them as possible
and avoid all obstacles which put
distance between him and his
patients, such as sitting behind a
desk, writing copious notes
while his patient is talking to
him, etc. At the same time, the
GP is going to make far better
use of his self as a therapeutic
tool, or as Balint put it, as the
'drug doctor' if he understands
clearly his role as a doctor and
does not confuse it with the
other roles in his life.

I can think of no better way to
conclude than by quoting
Michael Balint 'lt happens so
rarely in life that you have a per-
son who unerstands what you
are up to and openly faces it with

genbral public, is inviting this pa.
tient to expect special favours
from him too, such as calling
him out at night for inap-
propriate reasons, expecting him
to do house visits when he is
quite well enough to come to the
rooms, etc. The GP may then
feel resenfful towards his pa-
tient, but be unable to take the
matter up with him because of
his sense of indebtedness to
him.

The resentful GP will then be
unable to empathise properly
with his patients problems,
because of his (unexpressed)

I i l l  P E I l U l l O l  l l l g  l u l  r t a l  t

may jeopardise the social rela-
tionship and put pressure on the
GP to help the relationship on a
chatty, social, level. The GP in
trying to resist this pressure,
may well be perceived as being
'contrariwise' by the patient, to
the detriment of the professional
relationship (and probably the
social relationship as well).

In advocating a clear separa.
tion of professional and social
roles. it is not, as mentioned
earlier, being suggested that the
GP adopt an aloof or distant
manner in his relationship with
his patients. On the contrary, it is

ABOqT THE AqTHOR
Dr Stanley Levenstein qualified He was one of the founders of
at Pretoria in 1970 and has been the original Balint Group in Cape
in active general practice since Town and was elected founder
1972, acquiring the MFCP (SA) President of the South African
in 7974. He is secretary of the Balint Society in July 1979.
Cape Region of the Faculty of He has authored numerous
the General Practice and Chair- publications, one of which, en-
man of the Human Behaviour titled 'Anxiety and the General
Sub-committee. Practit ioner-aPsychothera.

He has been actively involved peutic approach' was awarded
in under and post-graduate the Louis Leipoldt Memorial
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psychological aspects of general the South African Medical Jour-
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Forenslcs
symposium
The'Kennedy Assassination',
'Shotgun Wounds' and'Death in
Joggers'will be among the inter.
national topics if interest to be
discussed at the Sixth South
African International SymPo-
sium on Forensic Medicine to
take place at the College of
Medicine in Johannesburg from
17th to 20th March, 1981.

These three papers will be
presented by Dr Werner U.
Spitz, Chief Medical Examiner
for Wayne Country, Detroit
(usA).

Also included in the Pro.
gramme will be papers on the
medical treatment of Prisoners
and detainees; traumatic neuro'
pathology; abortion; medico-
legal problems in the practice of
district surgeons; medico-legal
problems of alcoholic intoxica-
tion; the relationship between
medical and legal practitioners in
regard to litigation; the Psychia'
trist and the evaluation of

criminal responsibil i ty; and
medical miscellany.

Fu r the r  i n fo rma t i on  i s
available from either Dr H.
Bukofzer or Dr V.D. Kemp,
Honorary Organising Secretary,
P.O. Box 3796, Johannesburg
2000.
For further information circle No 2O I

UCT clinical
trials post-
graduate
programme
Following the highly successful
Clinical Trials Programme -,
one of the first of its kind in
South Africa - which was pre-
sented last year by the Post-
Graduate Medical Education
Centre of the University of Cape
Town, the conveners of the pro-
gramme have further developed
the course to include an
understanding of the students
t-test and other important
statistical methods used in drug
testing.

The Clinical Statistics Pro.
gramme has been mounted by
the  UCT 's  Pos t -Gradua te
Medical Education Centre in
association with the Department
of Pharmacoloqy and the Gra.

duate School of Business from
2 - 5 February 1981, and wil lbe
of interest to leaders in the phar.
maceutical industry and to clini-
cians in academic, hospital and
private practice who are in-
terested in the statistical basis for
the construction, performance
and evaluation of drug and
therapeutic trails.

The design and administration
of the course reflects the pooling
of a wide range of knowledge
and skills. Teaching skills and
experience in the field will come
from the highly regarded over.
seas group, Clinical Research
Services, who will run a manual'lnstant Experience in Clinical
Tr ia ls '  game. This novel
teaching and well.known expert
on clinical trials. The Facultv of
Medicine at UCT will provide
local medical expertise and the
administration and the venue for
the course have been provided
by UCT's Graduate School of
Business which specialises in
running professional executive
programmes of a high calibre.

The programme is residential
in Cape Town and full details can
be obtained from the Director,
Graduate School of Business,
University of Cape Town, Private
Bag, Rondebosch, Cape, 7700,
South Afriia.

For further information circleNo 2OZ

Local GPs
invited to

l . O

AUStrran
congress
South African general practi,
tioners have been invited to
consider attending the Interna.
tional Society of General Prac.
tice's 29th congress in Klagen.
furt, Austria, from 14 to 19
September, 1981.

Topics to be covered will be:
a  S o c i a l  a n d  m e d i c a l

rehabilitation
o Atherosclerosis as a pro.

blem for the general practi.
tioner

o Prevention in every day
practice

o Results of research in
general practice

a The general practitioner as a
teacher

O Family planning
The congress is  being

organised by Dr Gottfried
Heller.

Further information and
registration details are available
from the Secretary, SIMG, Mrs
Sigrid Taupe, A.9020 Klagen-
furt, Banhofstrasse 22, Austria.
For furt!rcr information circle No 2O3
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